T-Shirt Cannon for Campus Organizations Resolution  
Sponsor: Will Gerber, Budget and Finance Chair

Having examined that there is a lack of interaction with students involved in on-campus events such as sports, CAB events, etc.

Noting this has been visible through increasing lack of attendance at many different on-campus events

Convinced that the purchase of this T-shirt cannon would help to get students more excited about the events as well as improve the experience and increase attendance for any organization’s events

Further Noting this T-shirt cannon is of high enough quality to last the school several years, increasing event attendance into the future

Be it resolved that the Student Assembly authorizes the purchase of the following items:

- Micro-Mini T-Shirt Cannon= $699.00
- Extra CO2 Tank with On/Off Valve= $50
- Shipping= $31.66
- Total= $780.66

Note: This machine will be stored in the SA Office, links for purchased items


Refills for the CO2 tank are offered at Academy Sports and Outdoors in town for >$7 a refill.

Depending on the PSI used to launch, each tank will work for 25-125 launches (preferred PSI @250-300 for 45-50 launches).

Austin College Logo can be applied for no extra charge.